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RAV BRAZIL  PARSHAS REAIH תשע"ז 

THE IRON CLAD GAURANTEE IN HASHEM’S ABSOLUTE 

BERACHOS 

The parsha begins with Hashem laying out to Am YIsrael the results of their obedience and 

disobedience to the Mitzvos of the Torah. One is berachas and the other is curses. These 

blessings and curses are absolute. Allegiance to the Torah will bring to you blessing while in 

contrast you will receive curses. For the rewards and punishments are by Hashem and therefore 

they are the absolute truth and reality. ברוך גוזר ומקיים. This statement can only be made by 

Hashem. Only Hashem can promise and absolutely deliver it 100% as He promised. Any other 

reward and punishment offered by man for one’s obedience to rules does not necessarily end 

up the way they meant to be and promised. We have lived through many presidential elections 

who are the most powerful people in the country yet the distance between promises and reality 

are light years apart from each other.  

We have to have a very clear understanding that frequently Man’s gifts of what he deems are 

blessings in reality are the cause of terrible curses. Statistics have shown that the winning the 

mega lotteries have ruined the lives of the winners subsequent their sudden ascent to richness 

and fame. There is an ancient story of King Midas which relates the tragedy of avarice and not 

appreciating the things that brings to true happiness. Midas was a king of great fortune who 

ruled the country of Phrygia, in Asia Minor. He had everything a king could wish for. He lived in 

luxury in a great castle. He shared his life of abundance with his beautiful daughter. Even though 

he was very rich, Midas thought that his greatest happiness was provided by gold. His avarice 

was such that he used to spend his days counting his golden coins! Occasionally he used to 

cover his body with gold objects, as if he wanted to bath in them. Money was his obsession. One 

day someone promised Midas to satisfy any wish he asked from him. Midas thought for a while 

and then he said: I hope that everything I touch becomes gold. The one who was to give him his 

wish warned the king to think well about his wish, but Midas was positive. He then promised the 

king that from that following day everything he touched would turn into gold. The next day, 

Midas, woke up eager to see if his wish would become true. He extended his arm touching a 

small table that immediately turned into gold. Midas jumped with happiness! He then touched a 

chair, the carpet, the door, his bathtub, a table and so he kept on running in his madness all over 

his palace until he got exhausted and happy at the same time! He sat at the table to have 

breakfast and took a rose between his hands to smell its fragrance. When he touched it, the 

rose became gold. I will have to absorb the fragrance without touching the roses, I suppose, he 

thought in disappointment. Without even thinking, he ate a grape but it also turned into gold! 

The same happened with a slice of bread and a glass of water. Suddenly, he started to sense 

fear. Tears filled his eyes and that moment, his beloved daughter entered the room. When 

Midas hugged her, she turned into a golden statue! Despaired and fearful, he raised his arms 

and prayed. The one who granted his wish told Midas to go to river and wash his hands. Midas 

did so: he ran to the river and was astonished to see gold flowing from his hands. The ancient 
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Greeks said they had found gold on the banks of the river. When he turned home, everything 

Midas had touched had become normal again. Midas hugged his daughter in full happiness and 

decided to share his great fortune with his people. From now on, Midas became a better 

person, generous and grateful for all goods of his life. His people led a prosperous life and when 

he died, they all mourned for their beloved king.  

The world advertises that if one becomes famous and wealthy he will be blessed, happy and 

fulfilled. There is no greater lie than this. Their promise of berachah is nothing more than a 

shooting star across the sky for two seconds. Hollywood is known to be Hollowwood, a big 

curse. No one who associates with it can claim happiness or inner peace. All of them are 

constantly boozed and drugged up, on their sixth marriage or 20th affair because the above is 

lacking in their lives. The same applies to the very rich who don’t lead a Torah life. They are also 

unhappy and they miss out on family life that Torah and Mitzvos would afford them. As Rav 

Dessler ztl writes that they have found the  עושר with the letter ayin but not the אושר with the 

letter aleph which means happiness and self fulfillment. 

One would think that possessing great intelligence and talents, outside of Torah intelligence, 

must also bring to berachah but it also can be a terrible curse because it is human. The Chazal 

tell us a story of someone who begged a sage to teach him how to interpret the chirpings of 

birds through which they communicate to each other. The sage warned him that it would not be 

beneficial for him to know this wisdom. He was relentless in his request until the sage 

acquiesced and taught him what he desired. One day he hears the bird chirping to each other 

that this man’s cow is going to be bitten by a poisonous snake in the next five minutes. This 

would have been a great misfortune for him since the cow was his sole means of making a 

livelihood. Quickly he ran to the farm towards the cow and he saw the snake closing in on it 

ready to bite. With the hatchet that he held in his hand he cut off the snake’s head and saved his 

cow from imminent death. The next day he heard the birds chirping that his barn was going to 

burn down. Once again he quickly ran to the barn just in the neck of time when the cow 

accidently kicked over the kerosene lamp and he was able to extinguish the fire successfully. He 

started thinking to himself I don’t understand why the sage was hesitant in teaching me the 

language of the birds. What bad could come out of it? I was saved twice because of them. The 

third day as he waited to see what future event was the birds about to announce, he 

unfortunately heard them communicate the news that his only son will die today. In shock he 

ran back to the sage and pleaded to help him avoid the fate that awaited his son. The sage 

responded that he warned him that this talent of knowing the language of the birds can bring 

you to misfortune. For when you deserved punishment for your aveiros, Hashem first was trying 

to bring you to teshuvah by killing your cow but you avoided it. The second time, Hashem was 

trying to bring you to teshuvah by burning down your barn but you avoided that as well. The 

third time Hashem has no choice but to make you do teshuvah by taking away your son. There is 

nothing I can do for you now.  

Allowing the human mind and heart to inform and broadcast to us what is beneficial even with a 

guarantee is totally meaningless and a lie. Take smoking or example. It absolutely kills the 
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smoker one way or another and yet the product is allowed to be sold everywhere. It is a known 

fact about the Billion Dollar Drug companies’ lie concerning the berachos you will receive as an 

outcome of ingesting their medicines and cures. Just read the small print consisting of two pages 

when fully unfolded that states the various dangers and side effects associated by using this 

product at the beginning of its usage and for sure after a prolonged therapy. Their promise of 

returning you to health, can chas veshalom turn into a nightmare of sorts plus you will become 

addicted to their “healthy” medicine so you will never be able to really part from it.  

Up to now we talked about many of Man’s gifts which are only fake blessings of the greedy. In 

contrast many times we view Hashem’s intervention as curses even though they are incredible 

blessings in disguise. The Chovas Halevavos writes that a baby constantly cries because in his 

head there is water that must exit from his brain in order for it to develop properly and be 

healthy. The way the body expels the water is through the tears and crying of the baby. 

Let us take another example the test of the Akaidah. Avraham was originally promised by 

Hashem that through Yitzchak will evolve the future of Am Yisrael. One day Hashem tells 

Avraham to slaughter him as a korban. Confronted by such a contradiction, plus within his heart 

lay the prejudice not to slaughter his son and remove his own destiny from the world, Avraham 

could have easily chosen to sit out the challenge and wait for the third passuk to explain why a 

contradiction does not really exist (this action would have corresponded the 13th principle of 

Rabbi Yishmaail in the Barayisah we say before beginning Pesukai Dezimra at Shacharis that 

when two pessukim contradict themselves we must bring a third passuk that serves as the 

solution). Instead, with unwavering faith and conviction, Avraham went about to slaughter 

Yitzchak and would have wholeheartedly executed Hashem’s command would it not have been 

for the malach which restrained his action at the last moment.  

The Chazal tell us that nevertheless Yitzchak died at the Akaidah from fright and Hashem 

resurrected him and that is the reason that the second beracha of Shemoneh Esrai Techiayas 

Hamaisim corresponds to Yitzchak for he was the first to have experienced such a phenomenon. 

One might ask why did Hashem have to let Yitzchak to go through the death experience 

seemingly in vain? Why would it not have been sufficient to stop Avraham at the last second 

“photo finish” and everyone would still have been able to testify concerning both of their 

loyalties to Hashem?  

The Ohr Chayim brings an interpretation of the Ari on this passuk that if it would not have been 

for Yitzchak’s dying there never would have been a future Klal Yisrael. Yitzchak was born with a 

female neshama which meant that physically he could not father a child. Only after he died at 

the Akaidah, Hashem replaced his neshamah with that of a male one, and the female neshamah 

went into Rivka Imainu his future shidduch, who was born at that very moment. 

The conclusion of this episode is mindboggling. Had Avraham waited for that third passuk to 

come from Hashem, the future of Klal Yisrael would have been dashed forever for Yitzchak with 

his female neshama could not have fathered a child. If Avraham possessed any self interests at 
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all then that would have sealed the fate of the Jewish Nation. Only because he was able to 

attain such a negation of himself for Hashem’s will, was the future of Yisrael secured. So we see 

that taking the self interest path and the 13th principle by which the Torah is learned, all which 

to human eyes would have secured Klal Yisrael’s existence and preservation, would have caused 

just the opposite. For out of such a decision would have only come a tragedy and curse instead 

of the beracha which it really turned out to be. 

The bottom line which we have to realize is who is doing the actual promising and guaranteeing 

of its products? If it is Hashem then there is never any doubt that you will receive berachah and 

happiness for correct moral choices and curses for immoral choices. Only by Hashem does the 

saying Crime doesn’t pay become absolute. One can never ever escape His punishment. But the 

government and law enforcement systems do not have even a near perfect punishment system 

since the majority of their leaders are on the take and are corrupt. Their only grace is that they 

were not yet caught. In contrast to humans, Hashem keeps a perfect record which cannot be 

“accidentally” erased or found missing. Hashem does not take any bribes and boy does He 

deliver.  

The sefarim write that the Lashon Hakodesh for the word ברך are letters that are 100% more 

than the previous letters. The letter Bais which numerically equals 2 is double of the aleph, the 

letter chuf 20 is double of the previous letter yud 10, and the letter raish 200 is double of its 

previous letter kuf 100. This relationship can only be found in the letters of the word ברך. This 

clearly demonstrates that the beracha of Hashem is 100% and that He doesn’t hold back His 

goodness from those who are deserving of it.  

Anyone else or agency who we find promising rewards and punishment, berachos and kelalos, 

are like the people who created wishing wells for suckers and fools to throw away their money. 

Those narcissistic evil Ponzi people, who advertise these “wishing wells” promoting “your” 

benefit, all cross their fingers with the hope that their promises won’t fail and turn into a kelalah 

and that they won’t be sued in the near future. Someone is getting rich from those “well wisher 

tossed in coins” and it isn’t you. Your best shot of real blessings is to stick with Hashem all the 

way. You will never find yourself as an unfortunate sucker or part of a scam. Hashem never and 

will never go bankrupt because His exclusive guarantee on His products that ensures that their 

use and misuse will get you exactly what you deserve, is eternal. That says a lot about your 

retirement plan that you hope will still be there when you get there. You have to be a fool to 

settle for less? Where else will you find such an “iron clad” guarantee? True, our entire culture 

promises such guarantees however just remember that unlike other businesses, Hashem’s is not 

a fly by night, here today gone by tomorrow. Hashem’s business has been around for an 

impressive 5,777 years. What could be better proof than that? No other business can come 

close in making such a claim. 

Gut Shabbos  

Rav Brazil 


